In this article, we investigate a domination set problem variant on vertex-weighted graphs.
Introduction
Studies of interplay between networks' structure and dynamical processes on them are becoming more and more popular due to the fact that a lot of complex systems that we interact with every day can be modelled by networks or graphs. Examples include infrastructure such as power, water or road networks, human communication networks, social media, network based behaviour change interventions [22] and so on. In some cases, we are interested to identify a set of vertices or edges from which we can communicate to all the vertices in a given graph, or from which we can control or dominate that graph. A set of vertices/individuals such that all other or indeed all individuals are connected to that set is called a dominating set in graph theory. The related optimisation problem of finding a dominating set of minimal size is NP-complete [13] . From the 1950s onward, different variants of this problem have been investigated. Based on problems in adhoc communications networks, k-domination was explored where each vertex not in the dominating set needs to have at least k neighbours in the dominating set. Similarly, two versions having a parameter for the percentage of neighbours that need to be in a dominating set were proposed: α domination (where each vertex needs to have at least α * 100 percent of its neighbours in the dominating set) and α-rate domination [12] where each vertex, including ones in the dominating set, needs to have at least α * 100 percent of its neighbours in the dominating set. Again, finding minimum cardinalities of α and α-rate dominating sets is NP-complete. In this work, we investigate different algorithms for the α-rate dominating set problem on weighted graphs, thus looking into a more general problem. Weighted graphs usually allow more realistic interpretations, and models and algorithms for weighted cases have wider application potential.
Our motivation for the weighted version of the α-rate domination problem comes mainly from the health and well-being related behaviour change context. Often, for an intervention to work for an individual, it is important to have a support network (see e.g. [14] ), so that positive messages can come from multiple sources. For this reason, an intervention designer might want to identify a support subset of the whole social network, which will be part of the intervention. It might be that the "best" candidates (from a structural perspective) for such a support subset are not feasible to be a part of intervention for various reasons: they do not have the desired attributes, or they do not have the capability or time to invest in the intervention. This can be represented by assigning a cost to be part of the intervention to each vertex. Then, the main task is to find the most cost effective subset from which we can control or support the network.
In the next section we give an overview of the relevant previous work. In Section 2, we present three greedy algorithm variants based on different strategies for vertex selection into the weighted alpha-rate dominating set. The randomised algorithm using a linear programming formulation of the problem from [23] is given and its new version that exploits the community structure of a graph is proposed in order to improve its running time in Section 3. We analyse the results obtained from the application of implemented greedy and randomised algorithms to three families of randomly generated graphs and Twitter mentions networks in Section 4.3. Finally, we discuss our results and give some pointers to future work in Section 4.4.
Previous work
Due to their suitability to a wide range of applications in networks design and control, variants of domination problems have been studied thoroughly. This includes a study of corresponding computational complexities for different variants and development of exact and approximation algorithms. The widely explored variants include the basic dominating set problem and its weighted version where weights are on vertices. The minimum weighted dominating set problem is one of the classic NP-hard optimisation problems in graph theory. Approximation algorithms for a special type of graphs, unit disk graphs with weights on vertices, were investigated in [27] . A generalisation of the domination set problem on vertex-weighted graphs, where the direct connections are replaced with shortest paths corresponding to some measure f defined on the vertices of a graph, was explored in [6] . The authors have used randomised rounding to prove the approximation ratio of O(log ∆ ) for their algorithm, where ∆ is the maximum cardinality of the sets of vertices that can be dominated by any single vertex through the defined shortest paths. In [5] the maximum spanning star forest problem, the complement problem of domination set, is discussed and an 0.71-approximation algorithm for this problem is given. In the vertex-weighted case, the ratio was 0.64. Molnar et al. [21] proposed probabilistic dominating set selection strategies for large heterogeneous non-weighted graphs and explored how the structure of graphs influences performances of degree dependent probabilistic method based approximation algorithms and greedy algorithms.
One generalisation of the domination problem, the so called k-dominating set problem, requires each vertex not in the dominating set to have at least k neighbours in the set. Another variant, the so called k-tuple domination problem requires each vertex in the graph (even those in the dominating set) to have at least k neighbours in the dominating set. These problems were relevant especially for ad-hoc and wireless networks routing (having more than one neighbour in a dominating set was providing more reliable connection). In [10] the author shows that a greedy approach for the minimum k-dominating set problem leads to an approximation ratio of ln(∆ + k) + 1 < ln(∆) + 1.7, where ∆ is the maximum degree of the graph. Klasing and Laforest [19] proved the hardness of the k-tuple domination problem, even in restricted families of graphs and presented several interesting approximation algorithms.
Another generalisation, the α-domination problem, was introduced by Dunbar et al. in [9] , where each vertex not in the dominating set is required to have at least α * 100 percents of neighbours in the dominating set. Similarly, the concept of α-rate domination [12] requires each vertex in the graph to have at least α * 100 percents of neighbours in the dominating set. Both the α and α-rate domination problems are proven to be NP-complete. New upper bounds and randomised algorithms for finding the α and α-rate domination sets in terms of the parameter α and graph vertex degrees on undirected simple finite graphs are provided by using the probabilistic method in [11] and [12] .
Wang et al. [24] investigated the propagation of influence in the context of social networks. They introduced new variants of domination such as the positive influence dominating set (PIDS) and total positive influence dominating set (TPIDS). Actually, the definitions of PIDS and TPIDS problems are equivalent to α-dominating and α-rate dominating set problems respectively for the special case when α = 1/2. Dinh et al. [8] have generalised PIDS and TPIDS by allowing any 0 < α < 1, thus considering α-dominating and α-rate dominating set problems and presenting a linear time exact algorithm for trees, and approximation algorithms for PIDS and TPIDS within a factor ln ∆ + O(1), where ∆ is the maximum degree of the graph.
A smaller number of studies in domination parameters consider weighted graphs in particular. A variant of the weighted dominating set problem -the weighted minimum independent k-domination (WMIkD) problem -was studied by Yen in [26] ; an algorithm linear in the number of vertices of the input graph for the WMIkD problem on trees was given.
In our previous work [23] , we discussed alpha-rate domination on vertex-weighted graphs. An algorithm based on randomised rounding of a linear programming formulation of the problem is given, and we have proven that its approximation ratio is O(log 2 (∆)), where ∆ is the maximum degree of the graph.
Greedy algorithms
In this section, we consider greedy techniques for approximately solving the minimum weighted alpha-rate dominating set problem. We denote withd v and w v the closed degree (degree plus one, including a vertex itself) and the weight of a vertex v ∈ V respectively. All the vertices that v is connected to together with v are called the closed neighbourhood of v and denoted with N [v].
The Algorithm 1 below describes a generic greedy algorithm to find a low-weighted alpha-rate dominating set D.
Initialize W = ∅;
for all vertices v ∈ C do
compute w v the sum of weights of its closed neighbourhood;
7:
end for
9:
Sort W using strategy S[1,2,3]
10:
Add the first αd v − r vertices from W into D 11: end while 12: return D; { D is a low-weight α-rate dominating set} Algorithm 1: Greedy algorithm for finding a low-weight α-rate dominating set
As is expected with a greedy process, this does not necessarily yield the optimal solution. We consider and implement three different strategies on initial selection of vertices to be added to the α-rate dominating set. Those are: S1: sorting vertices in vertex weight ascending order; S2: sorting by using a combination of degree and sum of weights of closed neighbourhoods, thus sorting in wv dv ascending order;
ascending order, where w v is the weight, and w N [v] is the sum of weights of the neighbourhood for vertex v.
The first strategy S1 focuses on optimising weight only. The second strategy S2 tries to balance minimising weight with minimising the size of the dominating set. Finally, the third strategy S3 is based on reasoning that it should be beneficial to take 'light' vertices with 'heavy' neighbourhoods as then less heavy neighbours will be needed in the dominating set.
In all cases we need to keep track of r = |N [v] ∩ D| for each v ∈ V (G) only up to r = αd v . Since we may need to browse through all the neighbours of vertices in V , in total it can take O(n 2 ) steps to calculate all the necessary |N [v] ∩ D|'s for each vertex v ∈ V (G). Then computing and sorting a sum of weights of closed neighbourhood for each vertex can take O(n 2 log n) steps in the worst case. Hence, in total, the set D can be computed in O(n 2 log n) steps.
Randomised algorithms 3.1 Algorithm RR
Recently, we proposed an approximation algorithm for the minimum weighted α-rate dominating set problem [23] . A linear programming relaxation of the original problem was used to obtain a preliminary solution. A randomised rounding of that solution was then repeated a number of times in order to obtain a feasible solution. The idea was based on the techniques used by Chen at al. [6] for simple domination with measure functions (where adjacency may be replaced with limited length paths) on weighted graphs.
Let us assume that for every vertex v i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n the variable x i has the following meaning: x i = 1 if v i is contained in the α-rate dominating set and x i = 0 otherwise. We consider the following linear programming relaxation LP of an integer program IP:
As we know LP is polynomial-time solvable and we can compute an optimal solution { x i } 1≤i≤n . If we denote with IP OP T an optimal solution of the corresponding integer program IP we have that
We obtain a candidate IP solution {x i } 1≤i≤n by using randomised rounding, setting x i = 1 with probability x i and 0 otherwise. Let D be the set of vertices that are assigned ones after rounding, i.e. D = {v i |x i = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
In the next step we estimate the probability that D is a feasible solution for IP . For any vertex v ∈ V , with d v neighbours, let k = αd v i . We know that v i ∈N [v] x i ≥ k, and ∀x i , 0 ≤ x i ≤ 1. Now, the probability that v i is α-rate dominated is equal to P r(v i is α-rate dom.) = 1 − (P r(v i is not α-rate dom.)).
We can look at the number of neighbours of v (including v itself) which are in D as the sum ofd v independent trials, random processes, where the success probability of each trial i is equal to x i . Thus this sum, |N [v] ∩ D|, follows Poisson's binomial distribution [25] with parameters x 1 , . . . , xd v . Let S = {1, 2, . . .d v }, and F k = {A|A ⊆ S, |A| = k} denote all subsets of S with exactly k members where we are going over all possible combinations. Then
Proof. Let the random variable X be the number of neighbours that vertex v has in D. Then X follows Poisson's binomial distribution with parameters x 1 , . . . , xd v :
Showing our goal (3) is equivalent to showing
So we are looking for a minimum of the right hand side of (4) subject to
x i ≥ k (this minimum must exist by continuity and compactness). The minimum will be found when
increasing one of the x i s without changing the others will clearly only increase the RHS. (Intuitively, increasing the probability of success in one of the trials, while leaving the others unchanged, can only increase the probability of getting at least k successes.) Keep in mind that 0 ≤ x i ≤ 1 for all x i . So we may assume that
Now we can use the result from [16] , Theorem 5, that shows that the tail distribution function of Poisson's binomial distribution attains its minimum in the binomial distribution, i.e. when all probabilities are equal. The theorem states that for two integers b, and c such that 0 ≤ b ≤ np ≤ c ≤ n, the probability P (b ≤ X ≤ c) reaches its minimum where all the probabilities p 1 = . . . = p n = p, unless b = 0 and c = n. Here the p i s are the probabilities (or parameters) of Poisson's binomial distribution, and n and p are the parameters of the related binomial distribution. We apply that theorem taking the two integers b and c to be our k andd v respectively. We have that p, the equal probability is k dv from (5), whence np equals our k. The theorem gives us
Thus, we will be done if we can show that
is at least Hence, the probability is lower bounded by 1 2 , and the feasibility follows. Let A i denote the event that vertex v i is α-rate dominated and let B = ∩ n i=1 A i be the event that all vertices are dominated. We use the amplification approach (repeating randomised rounding t = O(log 2 ∆) times), where ∆ is the maximum degree of the graph as found in [6] which results in P r([
We obtain that the expected value of the solution resulting from randomised rounding, given that event B happens, (i.e. that the solution is feasible) is
Hence, there exists a particular solution that is within O(log 2 ∆) ratio to the optimal solution. Note that C =
) ∆ decreases monotonically down to e with increasing ∆ and assuming that ∆ ≥ 2, the maximum is achieved for ∆ = 2, C = 4. A simple randomised rounding algorithm AlgRR follows immediately, by first solving LP and then rounding the solutions to zero or one. This process is repeated log 2 ∆ times. All vertices with ones then create with high probability an α-rate domination set with the sum of the weights within O(log 2 ∆) factor of the optimal solution. Finally, if any vertex is still not α-rate dominated, a required number of its neighbours are added to the solution. We implemented the algorithm in Python, using lpsolve55 [2] through its Python interface to solve linear programmes. We have drawn random numbers from the [0, 0.5] interval because this has worked better in practice then drawing from [0, 1]. As solving a linear programme is running in O(n 3 ), i.e. it is quite time-consuming for larger networks, we looked at some alternatives.
Algorithm RRWC
As the range and size of a network determine the size of the linear programme that needs to be solved, we investigated the following strategy. Firstly, we split a network into communities, then we solve a linear programme for each of communities, and use randomised rounding inside communities. Finally, we check if all the vertices are α-rate dominated, and if not, we add the required number of neighbours of vertices that are still not dominated into the final solution. We implemented this algorithm in Python using NetworkX, and its module [1] based on the Louvain method of community detection given in [3] . In a way, we can look at this as a divide and conquer strategy, where we split the original problem into smaller ones, obtain the smaller problems' solutions based on the previously shown technique, and finally take all those solutions and "patch" them globally in order to obtain a feasible solution for the whole network. We will denote this algorithm AlgRRWC (RRWC stands for randomised rounding with communities).
Input: A graph G, a real number α, 0 < α ≤ 1 Output: An α-rate (total positive influence) dominating set D of
while no-of-runs < log 2 ∆(G) and violation== 1 do
5:
solve LP;x =lp.result;
for all v i do 7: r = random.unif orm(0, 0.5)
if r <x i then
9:
add v i to D 
Experimental results
In order to test the performance of those three greedy and two randomised algorithms, we generated three types of random graphs and used some real-life networks obtained from Twitter. We ran the experiments on a 64-bit Windows 7 workstation with Intel i5-2400 CPU at 3.10GHz and 8GB of RAM.
Random generated graphs
We generated three different types of random graphs, with 100 graphs of each type. They all had a similar number of vertices and edges and were created using methods from the NetworkX [15] package. Weights were assigned uniformly at random from integers between 1 and 71 (including the boundaries). The choice of numbers of vertices, edges and weights was informed by real Twitter networks described in Section 4.2. The weights for all the graphs listed here were created by picking uniformly a random number from 1 to 71 1 . The average descriptive statistics for these networks are given in Table 1 .
Random graphs, ER type
Normally used as a benchmark, our first type, ER graph is widely known as Erdös-Rényi model [4] . An ER or random graph is obtained by choosing uniformly at random from a family G(n, m) of all possible graphs on n vertices with m edges [4] . We used dense_gnm_random_graph method from NetworkX with parameters n = 5000 and m = 50000 to create those graphs and denote them with ER.
Preferential attachment -high clustering graphs, PN type
We used another NetworkX method powerlaw_cluster_graph to create graphs that result in approximate power-law degree distribution and high average clustering (we used parameters n = 5000, m = 50000, 0.8 for probability of triangles) [17] . These graphs are denoted with PN.
Planted l-partition graphs, PLP type
Additionally, we created graphs that consisted of several interlinked modules or communities (in our case 5 communities with equal sizes of 1000). In these graphs (also called planted l-partition graphs [7] ) vertices in the same community or subgraph are interconnected with higher probability, in our case p in = 0.02 (this value provides each community similar to other types of graphs density) and vertices of different communities are connected with much smaller probability, in our case p out = 0.0001. We used random_partition_graph NetworkX method. This results in graphs having recognisable modular or block structure -with a lot of links inside those 5 communities and only few links between different communities. Table 1 : Average statistics for random generated networks: V denotes number of vertices, E number of edges, CC number of connected components in the undirected graphs, δ minimum, ∆ maximum, δ avg average degree and K is a weight.
Twitter mentions networks
We used four undirected weekly graphs from Twitter in period of December 2011 to January 2012 obtained from Datasift, where there is an edge between user A and user B if A tweeted at least one message containing "@B" during that week, and B reciprocated at least once. Those networks had around 5k vertices and around 3.5k edges on average. For each vertex we retrieved its Klout score and used it as the weight. The Klout score measures an individual's influence based on her/his social media activity 2 . It is a single number that represents the aggregation of multiple pieces of data about individuals' social media activity, based on a score model which is not publicly available [20] . The descriptive statistics of the Twitter mentions weekly graphs are given in Table 2 below. Table 2 : Twitter mentions network statistics: V denotes number of vertices, E number of edges, CC number of connected components in the undirected graphs, δ minimum and ∆ maximum, δ avg average degree and K is a klout number. 
Comparison
In this section we compare the performances of three initial vertex selection strategies for our greedy algorithm: S1, vertices sorted in weights ascending order (AlgG W); S2, vertices sorted in ascending order according to the ratio of vertex weight to vertex degree (AlgG W/D); S3, vertices sorted in ascending order according to the ratio of vertex weight to the sum of weights of vertex's open neighbourhood (AlgG W/Wn). Tables 3 and 5 From Table 3 we can see that S3 strategy wins in all bar one cases (S2 is somewhat better for PN graphs when threshold is 0.25. Also, we can see that while S2 and S3 are comparable, S1 is visibly inferior to both -the average running time is larger while it gives worst results.We can see from Table 4 that as expected, in random ER and preferential PN type of graphs, especially with the lowest threshold, AlgRR performs better than the alternative version AlgRRWC. However, when the graphs have clear modular structure such as PLP graphs, we see that AlgRRWC outperforms AlgRR and it does it with much smaller average running times. When we compare these results with Table 3 we see that AlgRRWC has about double running times compared with S3 greedy algorithm, but also much smaller weights of α-rate dominating sets, for lower thresholds and especially for PLP graphs (see Fig 1) . Table 4 : Alpha-rate domination sets' average sizes (#), average weights(W) and average running times(T) for AlgRR and AlgRRWC for random networks. Averages are over 100 graphs. In bold is given the best performing out of two randomised algorithms' results. Table 5 list results for Twitter mention networks. Here S2 is more competitive comparing with S3, it wins in half of the cases, but we see from the results that S2 and S3 produce similar results and their average running times are similar. Again S1 is obviously inferior to both S2 and S3. Greedy algorithms outperform both randomised algorithms (See also Table 6 .)
Conclusions
We presented two types of algorithms for solving the minimum weighted alpha-rate domination problem. Our contributions are threefold: firstly, we propose three greedy strategies for this problem; secondly we propose a new randomised algorithm which uses linear programming formulation on the parts of a graph respectively and then recombines it; and finally, we test all proposed algorithms on some sparse real and three different families of dense random graphs. We were able to identify the winning greedy strategy selecting 'light' vertices with 'heavy' neighbourhoods on dense random graphs. On the sparse Twitter mention graphs in addition to the previously mentioned, another greedy strategy -using 'light' vertices with large degrees performed satisfactorily. Therefore, we were able to reject a simple greedy strategy of always putting neighbours with least weights into dominating set. Instead, sorting neighbours by weight over degree or weight over sum of neighbours' weights works better. When comparing two randomised algorithms, we have seen that solving linear programmes for the parts of graph and patching the solutions obtained to create a feasible solution works much quicker for the graphs of 5k vertices and larger, as expected. Also as expected, the obtained results were worse than for solving linear programme on a whole graph (except for the graphs with clear community structure, or for very high thresholds of neighbours that need to be in the dominating set). On the other hand, results obtained by this technique are still superior to the greedy solutions for denser random networks, for lower thresholds. For that reason, the algorithm AlgRRWC is useful as a faster alternative to the AlgRR for larger graphs, especially if they have modular structure, and as slower but more efficient alternative to greedy techniques for denser graphs and lower thersholds. For higher thresholds and very sparse graphs like the ones we obtained from Twitter, we suggest to use one of the two greedy strategies mentioned above.
Regarding future directions, while we were able to prove the approximation ratio of AlgRR, we would like to do the same for AlgRRWC. In addition it would be interesting to explore in more detail the structure and modularity of graphs that result in better performance of AlgRR or AlgRRWC and the level of sparseness at which the greedy techniques outperform them.
